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Abstract
This paper addresses the data-driven identification of latent dynamical represen-
tations of partially-observed systems, i.e. dynamical systems for which some
components are never observed, with an emphasis on forecasting applications,
including long-term asymptotic patterns. Whereas state-of-the-art data-driven ap-
proaches rely on delay embeddings and linear decompositions of the underlying
operators, we introduce a framework based on the data-driven identification of an
augmented state-space model using a neural-network-based representation. For
a given training dataset, it amounts to jointly learn an ODE (Ordinary Differen-
tial Equation) representation in the latent space and reconstructing latent states.
Through numerical experiments, we demonstrate the relevance of the proposed
framework w.r.t. state-of-the-art approaches in terms of short-term forecasting
performance and long-term behaviour. We further discuss how the proposed frame-
work relates to Koopman operator theory and Takens’ embedding theorem.
1 Introduction
Learning the underlying dynamical representation of some observed variables xt ∈ Rn, where
t ∈ {t0, ..., T} is the temporal sampling and n the dimension of our observation space is a key
challenge in various scientific fields, including control theory, geoscience, fluid dynamics, economics;
for applications ranging from system identification to forecasting and assimilation issues [1, 2, 3, 4].
For fully-observed systems, i.e. when observed variables xt relate to some underlying deterministic
states zt according to a diffeomorphic mapping possibly corrupted by some noise, recent advances
[5, 6, 7] have shown that one can identify the governing equations of the dynamics of z from a
representative dataset of observations {xti}i. When the observed variables xt only relate to some
but not all the components of underlying states zt, these approaches do not apply since no ODE
or, more generally, no one-to-one mapping defined in the observation space can represent the time
evolution of the observations. In this context, Takens’s theorem states the conditions under which a
delay embedding, formed by lagged versions of the observed variables, guarantees the existence of
governing equations in the embedded space [8].
Takens’s theorem has motivated a rich literature of machine learning schemes to identify dynamical
representations of partially-observed systems using a delay embedding. This comprises both non-
parametric schemes based on nearest-neighbors or analogs [9] as well as parametric schemes which
include polynomial representations [10], neural network models [11], Support Vector Regression
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(SVR) models [12]. For all these approaches, the identification of the appropriate delay embedding is
a critical issue [13, 14].
In this work, we do not rely explicitly on a delay embedding. We rather aim to identify an augmented
space of higher dimension than the manifold spanned by the observed variables, where the dynamics
of the observations can be fully described by an ODE. Numerically, the joint identification of the
augmented space and the governing ODE for a given observation dataset exploits neural-network
representations. We report experiments for linear and chaotic dynamics, which illustrate the relevance
of the proposed framework compared to state-of-the-art approaches, and then further discuss the key
features of this framework with respect to state-of-the-art dynamical systems identification tools such
as Koopman operator theory [15].
2 Background and Related Work
Let us consider an unobserved state variable z governed by an autonomous system of s differential
equations z˙t = f(zt). Let us also assume that this system generates a flow Φti(z0) =
∫ ti
t0
f(zu)du ∈
Rs with trajectories that are characterized by an asymptotic limit-cycle L of dimension d contained
in Rs. We further assume that we are provided with a measurement functionH that maps our state
variable z to our observation space xt = H(zt) ∈ Rn.
When considering the data-driven identification of a dynamical mapping that governs some observa-
tion data, we first need to evaluate if the dynamics expressed in our observation space are deterministic
and thus, can be described using a smooth1 ODE. Another way to tackle this question is to find the
conditions under which the deterministic properties of the unobserved limit-cycle L are preserved in
the observation space in Rn so one can reliably perform forecasts in the observation space.
The general condition under which a mapping H will preserve the topological properties of the
initial limit-cycle involves a differential structure. Assuming that L is a smooth compact differential
manifold, the topological properties of L are preserved through a projection H in Rn if H is one-
to-one and an immersion of L in Rn. Under these conditions our observation mapping is called an
embedding [16].
The simplest example of an embedding is the case where our observation operator is an identity
matrix. With such embedding we have direct access to the state variable z which is governed by
a deterministic ODE. This particular case has been widely studied in the literature, parametric
representations based on augmented state formulations have been for decades the most popular
models due to their simplicity and interpretability [10], [5]. In the last years, neural network and
deep learning have enriched the state-of-the-art of parametric representations [17], [18]. In particular,
the link between residual networks [19], [20] and numerical integration schemes have opened new
research avenues for learning extremely accurate dynamical models even from irregularly-sampled
training data.
However, for a wide range of real-world systems, we are never provided with an observation operator
that forms an embedding of the latent state variables. The key issue is that we do not have any
guarantees on the existence of a smooth ODE governing the temporal evolution of our observations
in Rn.
From this point of view, the question of finding an appropriate dynamical representation of some
observed data may not be this straightforward. The fact that our data may come from some higher-
dimensional unobserved governing equation may restrict the above-mentioned state-of-the-art al-
gorithms. The main difficulty is how to go from a low-dimensional observation space to higher-
dimensional spaces that provides at least a one-to-one mapping between two successive observations.
From a geometrical point of view, the time delay theorem [8] provides a way to build higher dimen-
sional spaces that preserve the topological properties of the true (unobserved) dynamics limit-cycle
from a lower-dimensional phase space. A generalization of this theorem [16] shows that we can
reconstruct topologically similar limit-cycles using any appropriate smooth composition map of the
observations. The derivation of a dynamical system from such representations on the other hand
encountered large disparities since no explicit relationships between the defined phase space and an
ODE formulation have been clearly made. Classical state-of-the-art techniques such as polynomial
1The word smooth here stands for continuously differentiable or C1.
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representations [5] and K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) algorithms were proposed but they often fail to
achieve both accurate short-term forecasting performance and topologically similar reconstructed
limit-cycles.
In this work, we address the identification of a latent embedding that fits an ODE representation of
the underlying dynamics of our observations. As detailed in the next Section, the core idea of this
work is to replace the augmented observable vector formulated in [8] by augmented states that are
outputs of an optimization problem with respect to an ODE formulation.
3 Learning latent representations of partially-observed dynamics
Augmented latent dynamics: Let us assume a continuous s-dimensional dynamical system zt
governed by an autonomous ODE z˙t = f(zt) with Φt the corresponding flow Φt(zt0) =
∫ t
t0
f(zu)du.
In many applications, one cannot fully access to state z and the observed variables, also called
observables, only relate to some components of state z. Formally, we can define an observation
functionH : Rs −→ Rn such that observed state xt follows xt = H(zt)
The key question arising here is the extent to which the dynamics expressed in the observation
space Rn reflect the true underlying dynamics in Rs, and consequently, the conditions onH under
which the predictable deterministic dynamical behavior of the hidden states is still predictable in the
observation space. To illustrate this issue, we may consider a linear dynamical system in the complex
domain governed by the following linear ODE:{
z˙t = αzt
zt0 = z0
(1)
with z ∈ C a state variable and α ∈ C a complex imaginary number. The solution of this problem is
zt = Ke
αt (2)
with K a constant depending on z0. Assuming that we are only provided the real part as direct
measurements xt ∈ R of the true states zt, no smooth autonomous ODE model in the scalar
observation space can describe the trajectories of the observed states as the mapping between two
successive observed states is not one-to-one. For example, assuming that zt0 and zt1 correspond to
two states that have the same real part but distinct imaginary parts, the associated observed states are
equal xt0 = xt1 . However, the time evolution of the states zt0 and zt1 differ if they have different
imaginary parts, such that the observed states xt0+δ and xt1+δ after any time increment δ are no more
equal. As a consequence, a given observation may have more than one future state and this behavior
can not be represented by a smooth ODE in the observation space.
For a given observation operator H of a deterministic underlying dynamical system governing zt,
Takens’s theorem guarantees the existence of an augmented space, defined as a delay embedding
of observed state series, in which a one-to-one mapping exists between successive time steps of
the observation series [8]. Rather than exploring such delay embeddings, we aim to identify an
augmented latent space, where latent dynamics are governed by a smooth ODE and can be mapped
to observed states. Let us define Xt ∈ RdE the dE-dimensional augmented latent state with dE > n
as follows:
Xt
T = [xTt , y
T
t ] (3)
with yt ∈ RdE−n the unobserved component of latent state Xt. We aim to define the augmented
latent space according to the following state space model:{
X˙t = fθ(Xt)
xt = G(X(t))
(4)
where the dynamical operator fθ belongs to a family of smooth operators (in order to guarantee
uniqueness [21]) parametrized by a parameter vector θ. We typically consider a neutral-network
representation with Lipschitz nonlinearities and finite weights. As detailed in the next sections, we
address the identification of the operator fθ and associated latent space X from a dataset of observed
state series {x0, . . . , xT } as well as the exploitation of identified latent dynamics for the forecasting
of the time evolution of the observed states, for instance unobserved future states {xT+1, . . . , xT+N}.
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Learning scheme: Given an observation time series {x0, . . . , xT }, we aim to identify the state-space
model defined by (4), which amounts to learning the parameters θ of the dynamical operator fθ.
However, as the component yt of the latent state Xt is never observed, this identification requires
the joint optimization of the model parameters θ as well as the hidden component yt. Formally, this
problem is then stated as the following minimization of the forecasting error on observed variables:
θˆ = arg min
θ
min
{yt}t
T∑
t=1
‖xt −G (Φθ,t (Xt−1))) ‖2
Subject to
{
Xt = Φθ,t(Xt−1)
G(Xt) = xt
(5)
with Φθ,t the one-step-ahead diffeomorphic mapping associated with operator fθ such that:
Φθ,t(Xt−1) = Xt−1 +
∫ t
t−1
fθ(Xu)du
In (5), the loss to be minimized involves the one-step-ahead forecasting error for the observed variable
xt. The constraints state that the augmented state {Xt}t is composed of observed component G(Xt)
and should be a solution of ODE (4). Here, we numerically minimize the equivalent formulation:
min
θ
min
{yt}t
T∑
t=1
‖xt −G (Φθ,t (Xt−1))) ‖2 + λ‖Xt − Φθ,t(Xt−1)‖2 (6)
where XTt = [x
T
t , y
T
t ] and λ a weighting parameter. The term ‖Xt−Φθ,t(Xt−1)‖2 may be regarded
as a regularization term such that the inference of the unobserved component yt of the augmented
state Xt−1 is not solved independently for each time step.
Using a neural-network parametrization for the ODE operator fθ, the corresponding forecasting
operator Φθ,t is also stated as a neural network based on a numerical integration scheme formulation
(typically a 4th-order Runge-Kutta scheme). This architecture, very much similar to a ResNet
[22], allows very accurate identification of ODE models [6, 20]. Hence, for a given observed state
series {x0, . . . , xT }, we minimize (6) jointly w.r.t. θ and unobserved variables {y0, . . . , yT }. In the
experiments reported in Section 4, we consider bilinear architectures [6]. The proposed framework
applies to any neural-network architecture.
Application to forecasting: We also apply the proposed framework to the forecasting of the observed
states xt. Given a trained latent dynamical model (4), forecasting future states for xt relies on the
forecasting of the entire latent state Xt. The latter amounts to determining an initial condition of the
unobserved component yt and performing a numerical integration of the trained ODE (4).
Let us denote by xnt , t ∈ {t0, ..., T} a new series of observed states. We aim to forecast future states
xnt , t ∈ {T + 1, ..., T + δT}. Following (6), we infer the unobserved component ŷT of latent state
XnT at time T from the minimization of:
yˆnT = arg min
ynT
min
{ynt }t<T
T+δT∑
t=T+1
‖xnt −G
(
Φθ,t
(
Xnt−1)
)) ‖2 + λ‖Xnt − Φθ,t(Xnt−1)‖2 (7)
Here, we only minimize w.r.t. latent variables {ynt } given the trained forecasting operator Φθ,t. This
minimization relates to a variational assimilation issue with partially-observed states and known
dynamical and observation operators [23]. Similarly to the learning step, we benefit from the neural-
network parameterization of operator Φθ,t and from the associated automatic differentiation tool to
compute the solution of the above minimization using a gradient descent.
We may consider different initialization strategies for this minimization problem. Besides a simple
random initialization, we may benefit from the information gained on the manifold spanned by
the unobserved components during the training stage. The basic idea comes to assume that the
training dataset is likely to comprise state trajectories which are similar to the new one. As the
training step embeds the inference of the whole latent state sequence, we may pick as initialization
for minimization (7) the inferred augmented latent state in the training dataset which leads to the
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observed state trajectory that is the most similar (in the sense of the L2 norm) to the new observed
sequence xnt ,. The interest of this initialization scheme is two-fold: (i) speeding-up the convergence
of minimization (7) as we expect to be closer to the minimum; (ii) considering an initial condition
which is in the basin of attraction of the reconstructed limit-cycle. The latter may be critical as we
cannot guarantee that the learnt model does not involve other limit-cycles than the ones truly revealed
by the training dataset, which may lead to a convergence to a local and poorly relevant minimum.
4 Numerical experiments
Application to a linear ODE: In order to illustrate the key principles of the proposed framework,
we consider the following linear ODE in the complex domain:{
z˙t = αzt
zt0 = z0
(8)
with α = −0.1−0.5j, j2 = −1 and z0 = 0.5. As α ∈ C with Real(α) < 0 and z0 6= 0, the solution
of this ODE is an ellipse in the complex plane (Fig. 1).
We assume that the observed state is the real part of the underlying state, i.e. the observation function
H : C −→ R is given by xt = Real(zt). This is a typical example, where the mapping between two
successive observations is not a one-to-one mapping since all the states that have the same real part
lead to the same observation. As explained in section 3, one cannot identify an autonomous ODE
model that will reproduce the dynamical behavior of the observations in the observations space.
We apply the proposed framework to this toy example. We consider a 2-dimensional augmented
state Xt = [xt, y1t ]. As neural-network parametrization for operator fθ, we consider a neural network
with a single linear fully-connected layer. We use an observation series of 10000 time steps as
training data. As illustrated in Fig.1, the inferred latent state dynamics, though different from the true
ones, depicts a similar spiral pattern. This result is in agreement with the geometrical reconstruction
techniques [8] of the latent dynamics up to a diffeomorphic mapping. Overall, our model learns a
dynamical behavior similar to the true model represented by an elliptic transient and an equilibrium
point limit-set.
Figure 1: Inference of latent dynamics for a 2-dimensional linear ODE: (left) true (blue) and
inferred (orange) 2-dimensional latent states, (right) true observation sequence (blue) and predicted
observation sequence from the inferred initial condition using the sequence of previous observations
(orange). The considered 2-dimensional linear ODE is given by (8).
We also illustrate the forecasting performance of the proposed framework in Fig. 1. Given the
same initial condition over the observable state, we compare the forecasting of the observed state
by the true equation and the proposed model. For the proposed model, the initial condition over the
unobservable component results from minimization (7). The resulting forecast of the observation
sequence is similar to the true observation sequence (mean square error < 1E-5).
Lorenz-63 dynamics: Lorenz-63 dynamical system is a 3-dimensional model that involves, under
some specific parametrizations [24], chaotic dynamics with a strange attractor. We simulate chaotic
Lorenz-63 state sequences with the same model parameters as proposed in [24] using the LOSDA
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ODE solver [25] with an integration step of 0.01. We assume that only the first Lorenz-63 variable is
observed xt = zt,1. We apply the proposed framework to this experimental setting using a training
sequence of 10000 time-steps.
For benchmarking purposes, we perform a quantitative comparison with state-of-the-art approaches
using delay embedding representations [8]. The parameters of the delay embedding representation,
namely the lag τ and the dimension dE of the augmented space were computed using state-of-the-art
techniques. Specifically, the lag parameter was computed using both the mutual information and
correlation techniques [13], respectively denoted as τMI and τCorr. Regarding the dimension of
the embedding representation, we used the Takens embedding condition dE = 2d + 1 with d the
dimension of the hidden limit-cycle. The delay embedding dimension was also computed using
the False Nearest Neighbors (FNN) method [14]. We also tested arbitrary parameters for the delay
embedding dimension. Given the delay embedding representation, we tested two state-of-the-art
data-driven representations of the dynamics. The Analog Forecasting technique (AF) which is based
on the nearest neighbours algorithm [26] and the Sparse Regression (SR) method on a second order
polynomial representation of the delay embedding states. Regarding deep learning models, we
evaluate the Latent-ODE model as proposed in [19] for the modeling of time series. The architecture
of the Latent-ODE model is the following: The recognition network is an RNN with 100 hidden units.
The dimension of the latent space is 4 and the dynamical model is a fully-connected network with
bilinear layers as proposed in [6] (the same as used in our model). The decoder is a fully connected
network with one layer and 15 units.
Regarding the proposed framework, referred to as Neural embedding for Dynamical Systems (Nbed-
Dyn), we tested the model for different dimensions of the augmented state space, namely from 3 to 6.
The neural-network parametrization for operator fθ is a fully-connected architecture with bilinear
layers as proposed in [6] 2.
Model t0 + h t0 + 4h λ1
AF
τMI =16 dE(FNN) = 3 7.5E − 4 2.4E − 3 1.16
τMI =16 dE(Takens) = 6 6.4E − 5 1.6E − 4 NaN
τCorr =29 dE(FNN) = 3 0.0011 0.0021 1.19
τCorr =29 dE(Takens) = 6 0.0025 0.0063 NaN
τ = 6 dE = 3 2.9E − 4 5.5E − 4 0.95
τ = 10 dE = 3 1.2E − 4 0.00104 0.84
SR
τMI =16 dE(FNN) = 3 0.038 0.299 0.084
τMI =16 dE(Takens) = 6 0.1076 0.2497 NaN
τCorr =29 dE(FNN) = 3 0.218 1.005 −0.73
τCorr =29 dE(Takens) = 6 0.1344 0.7841 NaN
τ = 6 dE = 3 0.00185 0.00256 NaN
τ = 10 dE = 3 0.00733 0.06179 0.2535
Latent-ODE 0.0801 0.520 NaN
NbedDyn
dE = 3 8.14E − 4 2.29E − 3 0.82
dE = 4 1.891E − 4 6.106E − 4 0.960
dE = 5 2.206E − 4 1.869E − 3 0.822
dE = 6 6.820E-6 6.5125E-5 0.87
Table 1: Forecasting performance on the test set of data-driven models for Lorenz-63 dynamics
where only the first variable is observed: first two columns : mean RMSE for different forecasting
time steps, third column : largest Lyapunov exponent of a predicted series of length of 10000
time-steps (The true largest Lyapunov exponent of the Lorenz 63 model is 0.91 [27]).
Fig. 2 illustrates the learning process for the latent space from the initialization to the last training
epoch. We also report the analysis of short-term forecasting performance as well as the long-term
asymptotic behavior characterized by the largest Lyapunov exponent of the benchmarked models
in Tab 1. The proposed model leads to significant improvements in terms of short term forecasting
performance with respect to the other approaches. Surprisingly, The Latent-ODE model lead to
the poorest performance both in terms of forecasting error and asymptotic behavior. This is mainly
due to the fact that the latent space is seen as a non linear projection of the observed variables
2The code will be available on GitHub soon.
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Figure 2: Evolution of the learnt latent space: starting from a random initialization of the augmented
states yi, the latent space is optimized according to minimization 6 to form a limit-cycle similar to
the true Lorenz 63 attractor. We depict 3-dimensional projections of the learnt latent space for the
proposed model with different embedding dimensions from dE = 3 to dE = 6.
through the optimization of the ELBO loss [28]. By contrast, our latent embedding formulation
optimizes the latent states to forecast the observed variables which explicitly constrain the latent
space to be an embedding of the true underlying dynamics. The SR model seems to lead to better
short term forecast, however, it does not capture well the chaotic patterns, which are associated to a
positive largest Lyapunov exponent. This may suggest the combination of the SR model and a delay
embedding may require additional investigation as a good geometrical reconstruction of the phase
space as stated in Takens’ theorem does not guarantee the existence of a parametric ODE model
based on the corresponding delay embedding variables. Better performance is reported using an
analog forecasting approach. The performance however greatly varies depending on the considered
definition of the delay embedding. Using ad hoc parameters (τMI = 6, dE = 3), one may retrieve
the expected long-term chaotic behavior (λ1 = 0.84) with a relatively low short-term forecasting
error (1.2e-4 for a one-step-ahead forecast). When considering the proposed model, we report for all
parametrizations, augmented space dimensions from 3 to 6, performance at least in the same range as
the best analog forecasting setting. Besides, when increasing the dimension of the augmented space,
we significantly decrease short-term forecasting errors (<1.e-5 for a one-step-ahead forecast when
considering dE = 6, i.e. one order of magnitude compared to the second best model) while keeping
an appropriate chaotic long-term pattern (λ1 = 0.87).
Modeling Sea Level Anomaly (SLA): The data driven identification of dynamical representations
of real data is an extremely difficult task especially when the underlying processes involve non stable
behaviors such as chaotic attractors. This is mainly due to the fact that we do not have any exact
knowledge of the closed form of the equations governing the temporal evolution of our variables.
Furthermore, the measured quantity may depend on other unobserved variables which makes the
exploitation of data-driven techniques highly challenging.
In this context, we report an application to SLA (Sea Level Anomaly) dynamics, which relate to upper
ocean dynamics and are monitored by satellite altimeters [29]. Sea surface dynamics are chaotic
dynamics and clearly involve latent processes, typically subsurface and atmospheric processes. The
dataset used in our experiments is a SLA time series obtained using the WMOP product [30]. The
spatial resolution of our data is a 0.05◦ and the temporal resolution h = 1 day. We use the data from
January 2009 to December 2014 as training data and we tested our approach on the last month of
the year 2014. The considered region is located on south Mallorca (2.5◦E to 4.25◦E, 37.25◦N to
39.5◦N ). The spatial scales of the data were decomposed through a PCA decomposition of dimension
NE = 15, which amounts to capture 92% of the total variance.
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Model t0 + h t0 + 2h t0 + 4h
Latent-ODE RMSE 0.025 0.032 0.048Corr 89.25% 89.85% 89.07%
AF RMSE 0.046 0.062 0.073Corr 95.56% 86.11% 69.87%
NbedDyn RMSE 0.002 0.007 0.027Corr 99.99 % 99.90% 98.95%
Table 2: SLA Forecasting performance on the
test set of data-driven models: RMSE and corre-
lation coefficients for different forecasting time
steps.
We report forecasting performance for our
model and include a comparison with analog
methods and a neural ODE setting in Tab. 2. For
our model, we consider the following parame-
terization: a latent space with dE = 60 and a
fully connected bilinear architecture with 60 bi-
linear neurons and 4 fully-connected layers for
the dynamical model fθ. Our model clearly out-
performs the three benchmarked schemes with
a very significant gain for the forecasting perfor-
mance at one day (relative gain greater than 90
%) and two days (relative gain greater than 90
%). For a 4-day-ahead forecasting, our model
still outperforms the other ones though the gain
is lower (relative gain of 40%). We let the reader refer to the Supplementary Material for a more
detailed analysis of these experiments, including visual comparisons of the forecasts.
5 Discussion
In this work, we address the data-driven identification of latent dynamics for systems which are only
partially observed, i.e. when some components of the system of interest are never observed. The
reported forecasting performance for Lorenz-63 dynamics is in line with the forecasting performance
of state-of-the-art learning-based approaches for a noise-free and fully-observed setting. This is of
key interest for real-world applications, where observing systems most often monitor only some
components of the underlying systems. As a typical example, the SLA forecasting experiment clearly
motivates the proposed framework in the context of ocean dynamics for which neither in situ nor
satellite observing systems can provide direct observations for all state variables (e.g., subsurface
velocities, fine-scale sea surface currents).
We may also further discuss how the proposed framework relates to state-of-the-art dynamical system
theory approaches. Most of these approaches rely on delay embedding, as Takens’s theorem states
the existence of a delay embedding in which the topological properties of the hidden dynamical
system are equivalent to those of the true systems up to a diffeomorphic mapping. Hence, state-of-
the-art approaches typically combine the selection of a delay embedding representation within classic
regression models to represent the one-step-ahead mapping in the considered embedding. Here,
we consider latent dynamics governed by an unknown ODE (4) but we do not explicitly state the
latent space. This is however implicit in our forecasting framework. By construction, the considered
forecasting model relies on the integration of the learnt ODE (4) from an initial condition given as
the solution of minimization (7). Let us consider the following embedding ψ such that:
ψ ({xt}t0:T ) = arg min
XT
min
{Xt}t<T
T∑
t=1
‖xt −G (Φθ,t (Xt−1))) ‖2 + λ‖Xt − Φθ,t(Xt−1)‖2 (9)
Given this embedding, the resulting one-step-ahead forecasting for the observed variable may written
as:
xT+1 = G (Φθ,t (ψ ({xt}t=t0:T ))) (10)
Hence, ψ defines a delay embedding representation implicitly stated through minimization (7). In this
embedding, the dynamics of the observed system x is governed by the composition of observation
operator G and forecasting operator Φθ,t. Regarding the literature on Koopman operator theory, most
approaches rely on the explicit identification of eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the Koopman
operator [15, 31, 32]. Our framework relates to the identification of the infinitesimal generator fθ of
the one-parameter subgroup defined by Koopman operator through the ODE representation (4). By
construction, the Koopman operator associated with the identified operator fθˆ is also diagonalizable,
such that the identification of infinitesimal generator fθˆ provides an implicit decomposition of the
Koopman operator of the underlying and unknown dynamical system onto the eigenbasis of the learnt
latent dynamics governed by ODE (4).
Future work will further explore methodological aspects, especially the application to high-
dimensional and stochastic systems. In the considered framework, operator G is stated as an
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identity operator on the observed component of state Xt. For high-dimensional systems, operator G
may be stated as an encoder to keep the latent space low-dimensional and make minimization (6)
tractable. The combination of the proposed framework with the variational setting considered in the
Latent-ODE model [19] also appears as an interesting direction for future work. The extension to
stochastic systems through the identification of a Stochastic ODE is also of key interest, for instance
for future applications of the proposed framework to geophysical random flows, especially to the
simulation and forecasting of ocean-atmosphere dynamics in which stochastic components naturally
arise [33].
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Appendix
A Dimensionality analysis of the NbedDyn model
One of the Key parameters of the proposed model is the dimension of the latent space. Despite the
fact that it is extremely challenging to get a prior idea of the dimension of the model in the case of
real data experiments, one can analyze the spawned manifold of the learnt latent states to get an idea
of the true dimension of the underlying model (true here stands for a sufficient dimension of the
latent space). The idea here is to compute the modulus of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix for
each input of the training data. An eigenvalue does not influence the temporal evolution of the latent
state if it has a modulus that tend to zero. The number of non-zero eigenvalues can then be seen as a
sufficient dimension of the latent space.
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Figure 3: Analysis of the eigenvalues of the NbedDyn model Jacobian matrix.: Lorenz-63 case-
study with dE = 6
Regarding the identification of an ODE model governing the first state variable of the Lorenz 63
model, Fig. 3 illustrates the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix and their modulus for a dimension of
the latent space dE = 6. Interestingly, only 3 eigenvalues have non-zero modulus and are effectively
influencing the underlying dynamics. This result shows that one can use a 3 dimensional latent-space
as a sufficient dimension to identify an ODE model governing the first state of the Lorenz 63 system
which is the same dimension as the true Lorenz 63 model.
The analysis of the eigenvalues of the Sea Level Anomaly model in the other hand are not as
straightforward as in the case of the Lorenz model since we do not have any idea on the analytical
form of the underlying dynamical model. Fig. 4 illustrates that using a 60 dimensional latent space for
the NbedDyn model, only 50 eigenvalues have non-zero modulus and thus, are effectively influencing
the underlying dynamics. The conclusion in this case is that the observed SLA data evolve in a 50
dimensional latent space parametrised by the dynamical model fθ.
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Figure 4: Analysis of the eigenvalues of the NbedDyn model Jacobian matrix.: Sea Level Anomaly
case-study with dE = 60
B Additional figures of the Lorenz 63 experiment
We illustrate the forecasting performance of the tested models for the Lorenz-63 experiment through
an example of forecasted trajectories in Fig. 5. Our model with dE = 6 leads to a trajectory similar
to the true one up to 9 Lyapunov times, when the best alternative approach diverge from the true
trajectory beyond 5 Lyapunov times.
An other interesting experiment is to find the initial condition for new observation data. This issue is
addressed as presented in section 3 as follow. Given a new noisy and partial observation sequence
(Fig. 6), we first look for a potential initial condition in the inferred training latent state sequence.
This initial condition is then optimized using the cost function described by equation (7) to minimize
the forecasting error of the new observation sequence.
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Figure 5: Generated time series of the proposed models. : Given the same initial condition, we
generated a time series of 2500 time steps.
C Additional figures of the Sea level Anomaly experiment
Forecasted states of the Sea Level Anomaly and their gradients are illustrated in Fig. 7, 8 and 9. The
visual analysis of the forecasted SLA states emphasize the relevance of the proposed NbedDyn model.
While state of the art approaches generally overestimate the time evolution of some structures such as
eddies, our model is the only one to give near perfect forecasting up to 4 days.
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Figure 6: Forecasted Lorenz 63 state sequence given noisy and partial observations: Given noisy
and partial observations, our model optimizes equation (7) to infer an initial condition that minimize
the forecasting of the observations.
(a) Ground truth.
(b) Analogs forecasting.
(c) Latent-ODE forecast.
(d) NbedDyn forecast.
Figure 7: Forecasted SLA states of the proposed models.
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(a) Ground truth gradient.
(b) Analogs forecasting SLA gradient.
(c) Latent-ODE SLA gradient.
(d) NbedDyn SLA gradient.
Figure 8: Gradients of the forecasted SLA states.
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Figure 9: Forecasted EOF components of the proposed models.
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